My Work, My Proof
Your Intellectual Outputs are your greatest assets
Your intellectual outputs – ideas, hypothesis, research methodologies, research results, observations, algorithms,
etc., are priceless asset to you and your institution.
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You must be able to substantiate your intellectual outputs with Proof of Existence (PoE) and that you are the	
  ﬁrst.	
  	
  

And having Proof of Existence (PoE) is more important
than ever
In academia, to get recognition that you deserve you must be the first:
• To disclose research work, a creation, a discovery, an invention, a new method, etc.; and
• Provide proof that it is your work.

Why is the IKRTM the Solution?
The IKRTM (International Knowledge Registry) is the only global solution which enables the registration of
your intellectual output – with or without disclosing the content.
The IKRTM provides PoE to establishing the time of your work so you and your institution can –
• Get recognition
• Monetize your work
• Prove misappropriation or theft – or resolve potential disputes.

What is the IKR™?
The IKR™ is –
• A unique digital fingerprint + a time/date stamp for any
electronic file.
• Held exclusively by the trusted international authority.

The IKR™ provides –
• PoE and registration of your intellectual output.
• A demonstration of your intent to protect your creations.
For more information please visit: http://ikr.iipcc.org
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Other Uses of the IKRTM
Use the IKRTM on valuable electronic documents containing your secret ideas, new designs, new
compositions, recipes, and other valuable commercial information.
an idea

a new mechanism

an outline

a new process

a draft

an updated version of your client’s process or
composition

new pictures or drawing

a new recipe or a new compound

research data, prove
prior use

collaboration

To Use the IKRTM
Simply go to www.ikr.iipcc.org and register for yourself or your company.

Why did IIPCC Develop the IKRTM?
Intellectual property has directly and unquestionably contributed to worldwide higher well-being.
However, there have been little changes in how IP is leveraged despite the digital transformation of
global commerce and economies. Hence, IIPCC developed the IKRTM in conjunction with the World
Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) as a standard to enable the IP and the enforcement of these
rights.
As a standards-setting organization and a think tank, IIPCC realized that the current IP framework and
rights established long ago are insufficient for business in the world today. By establishing the IKRTM,
IIPCC helps business provide valuable PoE for use in economic endeavors and in dispute resolution.

For Mediation and Arbitration Resolution
Please contact WIPO ADR, the trusted international authority at
http://www.wipo.int/amc/en/

For more information please visit:
http://ikr.iipcc.org
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